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Lockheed Solar _J Astrophysics Laboratory, Pale Alto, CA 9_30_, USA
Abstract. We review recent observations by the Yohkoh-SXT in collaboration with other
spacecraft and ground-based observatories of coronal loops and prominences. These new
resuhs point to problems that SotlO will be able to address. With a unique combination
of rapid-cadence digital imaging (>_32 s filll-disk and _>2 s partial-frame images), high
spatial resolution (>_2.5 arcsec pixels), high sensitivity (EM __ 10 t: cm-a), a low-scatter
mirror, and large dynamic range, SXT can observe a vast range of targets on the Sun. Over
the first 21 months of Yohkoh operations, SXT has taken over one million images of the
corona and so is building up an invaluable long-term database on the large-scale corona
and loop geometry. The most striking thing about the SXT images is the range of loop
sizes and shapes. The active regions are a bright tangle of magnetic field lines, surrounded
l)y a network of large-scale quiet-Sun loops stretching over distances in excess of 105 km.
The cross-section of most loops seems to be constant. Loops displaying significant P's are
the exception, not tile rule, implying the presence of widespread currents in the corona.
All magnetic structures show changes. Time scales range from seconds to months.
The question of how these structures are fornied, become filled with hot plasma, and are
maintailied is still open. While we see the propagation of brightenings along the length of
active-region loops and in X-ray jets with velocities of several hundred km/s, much higher
velocities are seen in the qniet Sun. In XBP flares, for example, velocities of over 1000 km/s
are common. Active-region loops seem to be in constant motion, moving slowly outward,
carrying plasma with them. During flares, loops often produce localized brightenings at
the base and later at the apex of the loop. Quiescent filaments and prominences have
been el)served regularly. Their coronal manifestation seems to be an extended arcade of
loops overlying the filament. Reliable alignment of the ground-based data with the X-ray
images make it possible to make a detailed intercomparison of the hot and cold plasma
structures over extended periods. Hence we are able to follow the long-term evolution of
these structures and see how they become destabilized and erupt.
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1. Introduction
The re('ent flood of results from Yohkoh on the nature of coronal structures
is ('hanging our view of the solar atmosphere. The picture that is emerg-
ing is one of an extremely dynamic and complex corona. The high-cadence
imaging available fl'oui the Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT) on Yohkoh makes
it possible for the first time to observe the detailed evolution of coronal
structures. These data are leading to new questions about how the corona
is heated and supplied with mass, how active regions emerge and evolve,
a[i(I how flares are produced, l[owever, perhaps the most surprising aspect
oF these data is how they are causing us to reevaluate the basic building
blo(k of coronal structure, the magnetic loop. Corona[ loops are not the sta-
bh,, seluicircular, potential structures that are often used in models. Rather,
ihey seem to I)e asymnietric and dynamic structures with their own com-
i)h,× iiilernal structure. This poses a problem tha, t cannot be solved with
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2 STRONG ET AL.
existing data, namely that the processes that produce a system of loops are
occurring on rapid timescales and over a broad range of temperatures. So to
understand this complex struct ure, we will need to adopt a multiwavelength
approach. SoHO, with supporting observations, offers the best opportunity
to probe the magnetic structure of the solar atmosphere at different heights
simultaneously with high-resolution imaging and a wide range of plasma
diagnostics.
In this paper, we illustrate the level of complexity and the range of geome-
tries of coronal loops. Then we will show some of the advantages of the
multiwavelength approach that Sot[O will be able to take, especially in
conjunction with other space-based missions such as Yohkoh and with the
network of ground-based instrumentation. To do this we will discuss joint
observations between Yohkoh and several recent rocket-borne payloads that
observed filaments.
2. Coronal Currents
When we look at a full-disk image from SXT, the striking impression is
that there is a wide variety of loops. In Figure i we can see some post-
flare loops on the northwest limb (upper right). Several bright and complex
active regions show a tortured weave of loops. The quiet-Sun loops tend to
be larger, fainter, and low-lying. X-ray bright points (XBPs) are liny, short-
lived bipolar regions. They seem to be smaller versions of active regions, but
when examined closely, they are found to fluctuate and flare (Strong et al.
1992). One of the first things noticed about the SXT images were that the
loops seemed to be uniform in cross-section. This discovery was quant.ifi(_(l
by Klimchuk et al. (1992), who showed that tit(' upper limit on the F of
the loop was about 1.1. They attributed this effect to currents flowing along
the loops, producing a toroidal field which maintains a near-constant cross-
section. This result is in direct contrast to the submerged (Ill)oh' mo(M of
coronal loops which came out of the Skylal) era.
This interesting result implies the presence of coronal currollts, whose
dissipation has long t)eelt proposed as a source of coronal healing. This con-
clusion is supported by Lang et al. (L993), who used an entirely inclependeut
method. They coral)areal SXT images with VLA and R:\TAN-500 radio mal)s
and were able to calculate the coronal magnetic fiehl strenglh and coral)are it
with the extrapolate(l potential fiehl determined from a magnetogram. The
measured (:oronal fiehls were significantly stronger than pr(,(licte(l t)y the
Inodel, indicating lhat the divergence of (he fiehl was less lhan expected.
These results imply that coronal currents are a signifi('ant factor in doter-
mining the geometry of the loops; however, that is not proof thai they have a
significant role in [t(,ating the corona. If that were the ('as(,, we would (,xpect
that Ih(, I)rightest and hottest coronal loops would l)e wdl ('orrelated wilh
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tile strongest currents in the corona.
Fig. 1. SXT image of the corona (log scaling of a 2.5,_6-s exposure taken i, lhc ,\1 I,t00
fillet').
Metcalf ot al. (1993) have found a way of checkit,g this [lypolhesis by using
SXT dala in conjunction with Me(,s vector magnetogranls. From these data
they can derive the lo('ation _uid strength o[lh(, coronal Clll'l'(ql|.s an(l fi,l(I no
signifi('atlt correlation with bright, soft X-ray loops. At filst glance this seems
to t_liminate th(' possibility (ff (-urr(mts heating the (:ol'ona. It doos (,liminate
coronal heating by large-scale, orgaldzed current systems. ][owev('r, there
still remains lhe possil)ility that a chaoti(', randomly (liro('ted _ysiom of
filam(,nt,_ry currents exists in lh(, corona al_d h(,a.ls it.
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3. Loop Geometry
There are other indications that currents exist in the corona and play a
significant role in determining loop geometry. Evidence for currents can be
found in tlle existence of sheared and twisted loops. While sheared loops
abound in SXT images, remaining stable for hours to days, twisted loops
are quite rare and seem to be unstable. Figure 2 shows one of the clearest
examples of the development of a twisted loop.
Fig. 2. "Fhe d(welopment of ;t possible kink instal)ility in a loop oil tlle southeast limb.
Initially this loop has an odd angular shape, but it slowly develops over the next 20 rain
to a more smooth, curved shape. Suddenly a kiuk clearly forms in the northeast corner of
the loop, after which it rapidly, ahnost explosively, expands and dissipates. Note the fine
twi.,,l(,d st.ru(t.urc of the fi(.hl revealed as the loop expands.
One type of loop geometry is much more common in the Yohkoh images
than we expected, an([ that is the cusped loop. We see many different sizes
(ff cuspo(l loop, ranging from a few arcseconds to over a solar radius. Sever-
al oxaml)les are shown in Figure 3. The cusped loops observed by Yohkoh
associated with coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and flaxes are also discussed
.ls(,whet'o in this volume (see lliei et al. 1994 and C,heng et al. 1994, respec-
tiv(,ly). Both ()f lhese types c)f cusped loops seem to I)e associated with an
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arcade of loops that can stretch over several arcmin.
Fig. 3. Examples of cusped loops from flares (left), filament eruptions (centre), and active
regions (right).
The small, bright cusped loops particularly associated with long-duration
flares are dynamic and last for a few hours. They grow at a rate of 5 to 10
km/s and generally have a bright apex (Figure 3a). The Yohkoh data on
these seem to be consistent with the idea that these structures are formed by
the successive reeonnection of open field lines higher and higher in the coro-
na. The larger-scale cusped loops are very reminiscent of hehnet streamers
and also expand upwards slowly (Figure 3b). They often seem to be asso-
ciated with the aftermath of a filament eruption. They can last for several
days and are often explained in similar terms to the smaller, flare-related
structures, t[owever, there are some important differences. They are very
rare; we have observed only about 10 such events clearly in over two years.
CMEs and filament eruptions are far more common than these large-scale
cusped loops. Unlike their flare-related cousins, they are rarely bright at
the apex of the helmet, implying that reconnection is not going on there,
if it were, one wouhl expect a somewhat elevated temperature due to local
heating, which would produce a significant increase in the brightness at the
apex. The explanation of these events by the reconnection of open fields was
needed the explain the slow growth of the hehnet. However, other loops have
been seen Io grow through the same region prior to the event. None of these
had a cusp-like structure. Further, we observe expanding loops in active
regions (Uchida et al. 1992) that are not necessarily explained in terms of
re('onneclion as the driving mechaldsiln (although it migttt be caused by
lit(, expan(ling loops interacting with existing field lines). Although none of
these objections lo the current reconnection models for large scale X-ray hel-
met streamers are in and of themselves a fundamental problem, they should
make us pause to reexamine our assumptions about the mechanism that
forms these structures.
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There is another type of cusped loop often seen in the quiet Sun or in
active regions. These share the general geometry but seem to have a flmda-
mentally different structure (Figure 3c). They seem to be thin structures,
i.e., not associated with an arcade of loops. They do not seem to grow rapid-
ly but can last from a few minutes to over a day. One of their most surprising
aspects is that they can often be seen to be reconnected back to the Sun
via a fine loop-like structure to another cusped loop. If this is the actual
structure of these loops, then the filamentary loop joining tile two cusps is
probably a current sheet. This leads one to speculate how many of the oth-
er loop-like structures we see in the corona are in fact current sheets. The
answer seems to he not many, but we shouht be careful when interpreting
the properties of any given loop, because it might be a current sheet.
So far, Yohkoh is providing us with a complex picture of tlte solar corona.
It is highly dynamic, changing on time scales fl'om seconds to days. These
changing loop structures have spatial scales from the practical limit of the
instrument (5 arcsec) up to about a solar radius. The complexity of the
geometry that is observed is often daunting.
4. The Multiwavelength Solution: SoHO
The real problem with interpreting the SXT data lies in that there is no
information about the cooler (_<2 MK) t)lasma and that tile continuity of the
data is broken by regular, long periods of spacecraft night. Soil() will remove
these limitations. To illustrate this point, we shall describe collaborative
observations of filaments and prominences in lhis section.
5. Prominences and Overlying Coronal Arches
In Figure -i we show simultaneous observations t)y SXT, th(, Transition-
Region Camera (TR(') on the SPDE rocket, and 10,q30 :_ images (I,iPNO)
o f _lifilament channel. Note that in the C IV image, several clear, (lark ('h;tll-
nels run across the image where the bright network stru('tur(, is SUl)presse(l.
Comparing this with the 10,q30 ,_, image, we can i(hmtify areas ()f dark fila-
ments, but they exist only along t)ortions of each channel. It is clear l.hat the
coronal loops are lnost sheared ah)ng (i.e.. paralh'I to) the filaln(,nt channel
where the (larkest and most prominent filaments can be seen. There is litlh,
evidence of any overlying magnetic fi(,hl lines in Figure .1.
To el)serve these overlying loops more clearly, w(, haw' 1o look at pl'omi-
nences. Figure 5 shows a set of images from NIXT, BBSO, and Yc)hkoh,
laken just atft(,r lit(, SPARTAN flighl on 13 Al)ril l.()93. A pron|inence can
be seen in the lla image on the SOllt[l(_as| liml). 'Fit(' sam(' promin('n('e is
ch,arly visil)h, in al)sorplion in the Fo Xll and I:(, XV imagos from NIXT.
Such absorption feat ures are not usually seen in coronal images. 1)ul as NIXT
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operates in the XUV region of the spectrum, the light is more easily absorbed
than at soft X-rays wavelengths. The SXT image shows a dark cavity where
the prominence is situated, but a faint arch of overlying magnetic field lines
can be seen above the cavity. These two data sets seem very reminiscent of
the model discussed by Antiochos et al. (1994) at this conference, in which
highly sheared field lines along the neutral lille support the filament material
and overlying (near potential) fields confine it.
/
Fig. t. ('omparison of UV (C IV from SPDE), 10830 ,\, and SXT images of filament
ch an nels.
These data illustrate the structure of a filament in the corona. What
happens on a larger scale? We nee<l to cornpare images from the lower corona
with dala from white-light coronagraphs. The only large-scale coronagraph
observalions that have been availal)le during Yohkoh haw' boon lhose from
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tile recent SPARTAN mission. Figure 6 shows a composite SPARTAN and
SXT image from 12 April 1993.
Fig. 5. Comparison of Iln (BBSO), XUV (F(r XII and Fe XV from NIXT, courtesy L.
(',ohd)), and SXT images of a prominence on the SE llmb.
Note that there are three prominent hehnet streamers visible: two along
lhe equalor of the Slln and one ill the southeast. Of the two equatorial
h_'lm('i Sll'e;llllers, lho Olie on tile west liml) is I)y far the brighter_ probably
b(,('ause of _t coronal Iransient and flare from tile western active region below
il. In fa('l, _tn arcade of l)OStflare loops can be seen about 5 arcmin above
t.he west lira1). Ilowever, the brightest and most I)rominent helmet does not
lie above the active regions but, rather, over the filament channel on tile
so_tlh(,asl, whicll is the same one as shown in Figure 5. So, as SoHO will be
al)h, lo do with its unique (-ombination of instruments, we have been able to
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investigate the magnetic structure of a prominence from the chromosphere
out to several solar radii.
Fig. 6. A white light coronagraph image (SPARTAN) of the streamer above the promi-
nence shown in Figure 5, taken on 12 April 1993.
6. Conclusions
All magnetic structures are seen by SXT to change on time scales that range
from seconds to months. While we see the propagation of brightenings are
seen along the length of active-region loops and in X-ray jets with velocities
of several hundred kin/s, much higher velocities are seen in the quiet Sun.
Ill XBP flares, for example, velocities of over 1000 km/s have been observed.
Active-region loops seem to be in constant motion, moving slowly outward,
carrying plasma with them. During flares, loops often produce localized
brightenings at the base and later at the apex of the loop. tlence Yohkoh is
presenting a confused and complex picture of the solar atmosphere, which
may have to wait for observations from SoIlO to be understood better.
SoilO will be able to look much further out into the corona than the
al)ovo _%hkoh observations and have available UV and EUV spectral (liag-
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nostics. It has uninterrupted viewing of the corona and so should be able to
clearly see the formation, development, and decay of most solar structures.
Hence we look forward to SotIO to shed further light on the many prob-
lems associated with the magnetic structure of the solar atmosphere and its
defining emission.
Fig. 7. Comparison of broad-band (left) and m,ltilayer (right) images of quiescent loops.
Comparison of observations of a quiescent active region seen through SXT and NIXT
(courtesy L. Qolub).
TILe ideal situation would be to have Yohkoh still operating during SotIO,
because its observations will complement those of SoHO, not only from the
differences in the response of a broad-band X-ray telescope compared with
multilayer optics (Figure 7) but also in the sense that the EIT flfll-disk
images will be very limited in number owing to telemetry limitations of
SoIlO. SXT obtains several hundred full-disk images each day and thousands
of partial-frame images. All of the 5_)hkoh inst,'uments can respond to flares
which may be beyond the satu,'ation limit of some of the SoHO instruments,
and so Yohkoh can provide information of any events that might affect
SOIIO. lIence SoIIO, Yohkoh, and TRACE (Strong et al. 1994) will provide
a powerfitl set of imaging and spectroscopic tools that should be able to
answer many of the questions that have perplexed us for so many years.
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